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Script

• I would be happy to get you Verb Past Tense for an Noun .

• Do you have a Noun in mind already, or would you like help getting matched up with the best fitting

Noun ?

• I would love to hear a little bit more about what Verb Present ends in S you in for Noun , this will

help me get you scheduled with the best fitting Noun .

• Great, thank you so much for sharing Adjective . Validating statements. It sounds like it has been a

really challenging time for you Adverb .... It sounds like you are experiencing some hard things.

Counseling can be Adjective helpful in situations like yours___. I think you'll find like many

Noun , you'll experience significant improvements soon after starting Noun .

• Based on the Noun that you have shared, I would recommend Noun who is excellent in this

area. We also have Proper Noun who also does great in this area of treatment. Do you have any questions

about billing or Noun before we get started scheduling?

• Before we Verb Base Form I just want to explain how we have things are set up here. We are a

Noun pay Noun which means you would pay as you go with a Noun card on file.

When you schedule your first appointment we just have you put some type of payment card on file and then the

Noun would just charge the card after each session. Noun Plural are 45 minutes long and run

from $125-$165/session based on which Noun you choose.

Were you hoping to use Noun ?

We



have Adjective Noun that Verb Base Form for OON reimbursement. Basically what that

means is you would pay as you go and then at the end of the month, your Noun would supply you with

a super bill, which is like a Noun of all of your charges. Then you can take the super bill and submit it

to your insurance and they will Verb Base Form you for whatever amount is covered for out of network on

your plan.

• Can offer a 10 minute phone consultation if needed to help them choose....can also text/email a link to the bio

page for them to look at while you are talking to them if needed to help them choose.

• Do you take insurance? We are out of network Noun Plural . This means you'll pay the full session fee at

every session. Then, once a Proper Noun we will provide you with a Noun or what's called a

superbill. It will include all of the information you need to submit to your Noun company. They will

then send you a reimbursement check directly based on your coverage. We've had some Noun Plural get

100% reimbursed, and others none. For UF BCBS, the rate is 60%. In the welcome email you will see a link to

the FAQ page with information about that.

• On our website under the "Resources" tab and then "Forms and Fees", there are questions there that you can

ask your insurance company if you are covered or not. If a client DOES want to use out of network benefits, they

can only see a licensed provider.

• Many Noun Plural prefer not to use Noun Noun for a few reasons: (1) It can limit your

Noun . Your Noun is required to provide a diagnosis to justify the need for treatment. This

goes



into your medical record and can be accessed in the future. (Some professions like attorneys, pilots, special

forces, military etc. have required clients to disclose their medical records), (2) Noun dictates your

Noun rather than you deciding the duration of Noun , (3) If you have a high deductible, you

may not even receive reimbursement from the Noun company depending on how many sessions
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